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SERIAL COMMAND BY ACTION REMARKS 

1 The SWO marches to and halts three paces in 

front of and facing the position to be occupied by 

the No. 1 Flt marker. 

Flt markers are formed up at a designated area.  

Flts are formed at the edge of the parade ground 

in line facing their positions on the parade, at the 

Close Order, standing Easy.   

2 Markers SWO The Flt markers come to attention, observe the 

standard pause, and then march onto the parade 

ground.  The No. 1 Flt marker halts three paces 

in front of and facing the SWO.  The Remainder 

halt and dress on the left of the No. 1 Flt marker 

at shoulder dressing, they look to the front in 

succession from the right. 

Flts formed at the edge of the parade ground 

adopt the Stand-At-Ease position.   

3 Markers - 

NUMBER 

SWO The markers number in succession from the 

right.  (1,2,3 Sir!) 

4 No. 1 Right, 

Remainder Left - 

TURN 

SWO No. 1 Flt marker turns right, the remainders turn 

left. 

The SWO specifies the number of paces to be 

taken by No. 2 and No. 3 Flt markers after 

completion of the left turn 

5 No. 1 Stand Fast, 

Remainder Quick - 

MARCH 

SWO No. 1 Flt marker stands fast, the remainder 

march the required distance and halt. 

6 No. 1 Stand Fast, 

Remainder About - 

TURN 

SWO No. 1 Flt marker stands fast, the remainder about 

turn and cover off on the No. 1 Flt marker.   

The SWO, by a series of wheels marches to a 

position six paces to the right of the right flank 

facing the No. 1 Flt marker and ensures the 

markers are covered off. 

7 Markers - 

STEADY 

SWO Markers stand fast. 

8 Markers Advance, 

Left - TURN   

SWO  Markers left turn. The SWO then by a series of wheels marches to 

and halts in position six paces in front and centre 

facing the Squadron. 

9 Squadron, Fall - IN SWO The D/Flt Comds come to attention and about 

turn to face their respective Flts together. 

10 Squadron, Move To 

The Right in 

Threes, Right-

TURN 

No. 1 D/Flt 

Comd 

Sqn responds as ordered. No 1 Flt D/Comd will march the entire Sqn in 

from the assembly area. 

11 Squadron, By The 

Left, Quick - 

MARCH  

No. 1 D/Flt 

Comd 

Sqn responds as ordered. No 1 Flt Comd calls the wheels as required to 

lineup the Sqn on the inspection line where the 

individual Flt markers are positioned. 

12 No. 1 Flight - 

HALT 

No. 1 D/Flt 

Comd 

The Flt halts on its marker. No 2 and 4 Flt D/Comds halt their flights 

independently. 

Officers take up position in preparation for fall in 

on the opposite flank of the flags.  The officers 

will commence promenading.  They continue 

until the D/Sqn Comd is ready to assume 

command of the squadron from the SWO. 

No 1 Flight, 

Advance Left-

TURN 

No 1 D/Flt 

Comd 

Flight responds as ordered. No 2 and 4 Flt D/Comds advance their flights in 

succession, observe a standard pause after the 

last flight and turnabout together. 

13 Squadron, Open 

Order - MARCH 

SWO  As ordered. 

14 Squadron, Right - 

DRESS 

SWO As ordered. D/Flt Comds turnabout to face their Flts.   

No. 1 D/Flt Comd steps off, wheels to the left 
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and marches six paces to the right of the right 

flank and halts facing the front rank. 

No. 2 and 3 D/Flt Comds shall pace off the 

proper interval between Flts and position their 

markers accordingly. 

No 1 D/Flt Comd dresses the front rank, orders 

front rank steady. No 2 and 3 Flt D/Comds return 

to their normal positions in line and dress by 

their right. 

No 1 D/Flt Comd turns left, steps off 2 & 1/2 

paces and dresses centre and rear ranks in the 

same manner.  D/Sqn Comd to prepare to take 

position on parade. 

15 (Front/ 

Centre/Rear) Rank 

- STEADY

No. 1 D/Flt 

Comd 

Called on completion of each rank being 

steadied. 

16 Squadron, Eyes - 

FRONT   

SWO As ordered. No. 1 D/Flt Comd takes up original position. 

Remainder about turn. 

17 Report Your Flights SWO The D/Flt Comds report their Flights 

consecutively from the right. 

Officers prepare to fall in.  On completion of 

reports the SWO turns about.  D/Sqn Comd 

marches out and halts two paces in front of the 

SWO.  The SWO reports the Squadron to the 

D/Sqn Comd.  The D/Sqn Comd orders the SWO 

to fall-in.  The SWO turns right and marches to 

his position on parade one pace to the right of 

No. 1 Flt marker.  The D/Sqn Comd steps 

forward two paces adopting the position 

formerly occupied by the SWO.  Before any 

further commands are given, the D/Sqn Comd 

shall wait until the SWO has adopted his new 

position.  When the SWO has taken up his 

position on parade the D/Sqn Comd completes 

an about turn and the officers march out and halt 

two paces in front of the D/Sqn Comd. 

18 Officers, Fall - IN D/Sqn 

Comd 

The officers march to their respective Flts.   The 

D/Sqn Comd turns about to face the parade. 

The D/Flt Comds report their Flts.  On being 

ordered to fall-in, the D/Flt Comds turn right and 

proceed by a series of wheels to their positions, 

three paces centre and rear of their Flts. 

19 No 1 Flight, Stand- 

At - EASE 

No 1 Flt 

Comd 

Flight responds as ordered. No 2 and 3 Flt Comds order their Flts to do the 

same in succession, following No. 1 Flt. 

Flt Comds observe a standard pause after No 3 

Flt Comd orders No 3 Flt to Stand At Ease and 

about-turn together to face the front, observe 

another standard pause and stand themselves At-

Ease. 

20 Squadron. Atten-

TION 

D/Sqn 

Comd 

As ordered. Given as the Sqn Comd approaches.  The Sqn 

Comd will halt two paces from the D/Sqn Comd. 

The D/Sqn Comd turns about and reports to the 

Sqn Comd. The Sqn Comd orders the D/Sqn 

Comd to Fall-in he makes a right turn and 

marches by a series of wheels to take up a 

position in front of the second file No. 1 Flt and 

in line with its Flt Comd. 

21 Squadron, Stand- 

At- EASE 

Sqn Comd  As ordered. The Sqn may be stood easy if time permits. 

22 Squadron, Atten - 

TION     

Sqn Comd As ordered. Flag party at the AT-EASE position awaiting the 

FALL-IN order. 
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23 March on the Flags Sqn Comd Flag party acts as ordered. 

24 Squadron, To your 

Flags- SALUTE  

Sqn Comd All Officers salute. With Band: Band commences appropriate music. 

Flag party acts independently. Officers cease 

saluting on the final note of the band. 

Without Band: Sqn Comd calls for Slope Arms 

24a Slope-ARMS Officers and Flag Party respond as ordered. 

25 Sqn stand at- EASE Sqn Comd As ordered. Sqn may be stood easy to await the arrival of 

visiting dignitaries. 

26 Sqn Atten-TION Sqn Comd As ordered. Command given as Reviewing Officer 

approaches parade area. Sqn Comd must come to 

attention before giving order. Reviewing Officer 

takes up his position on the Dais. 

27 Sqn General Salute-

SALUTE 

Sqn Comd Officers will salute. Flag Party will act as 

ordered by Flag Party Comd 

With Band: Band commences appropriate music. 

Flag party acts independently. Officers cease 

saluting on the final note of the band. 

Without Band: Sqn Comd calls for Slope Arms 

27a Slope-ARMS 

INSPECTION FORMAT 

1. The Sqn Comd marches to the dais, halts, salutes and introduces him/herself and invites the R/O to inspect the Sqn.

2. If the Reviewing Officer agrees to carry on with the inspection the following will take place:

a. The Sqn Comd will request to stand the remaining Flts at ease as the Reviewing Officer departs the dais on the way over to No 1 Flt.

If approved, the Sqn Comd will order “#1 Flight Stand Fast, Remainder Stand-At-EASE.”

b. The R/O, with the Sqn Comd on his right, by a series of wheels, approaches the right flank of No 1 Flt to meet the Flt Comd who will

have moved into a position one pace in front of the Flt marker.  Flt Comd salutes, identifies him/herself, the Flt, the number of cadets

within the ranks stating that they are ready for inspection.  As the R/O steps forward to commence inspecting the front rank, the Flt

Comd moves over to his left, turns about and follows the R/O one half pace behind and furthest from the rank being inspected.  The

Sqn Comd falls in rear of the Reviewing Officer.

c. Once at the left flank of the front rank, the R/O continues inspecting the centre rank starting at the left flank.  On making the wheels

between the ranks the Flt Comd and Sqn Comd cut in behind the R/O so the Flt Comd will be one half pace behind the R/O now on his

left.

d. Once at the right flank of the centre rank, the R/O wheels to continue the inspection of the rear rank and the Flt Comd and Sqn Comd

cut behind the R/O so the Flt Comd is one half pace behind the R/O and now on his right.

e. By the time the R/O has reached the centre of the rear rank, the next Flt Comd shall have turned about, brought the Flt to ATTENTION

and have marched into position, 1 pace in front of the marker to await the arrival of the R/O.

f. Once past the left flank of the rear rank, the No 1 Flt Comd halts and asks if R/O has any comments or concerns.  Once the R/O is

satisfied, the Flt Comds and salutes the R/O.

g. The Sqn Comd will escort the R/O to the next Flt Comd.

h. The No 1 Flt Comd will then march out in front and halt facing the Flt order the Flt to Close-Order-MARCH, Stand-At-EASE and

turns about and stands at ease.

i. No 2 and 3 Flt Comds will repeat the same actions as the No 1 Flt Comd

j. On completion of inspecting the Flts the Sqn Comd will suggest the inspection of the Band. The Sqn Comd will escort the R/O on his

right to the Band Master, proper compliments will be exchanged.  At this point the R/O may either do an inspection of the Band with

the Band Masters accompaniment (Sqn Comd will wait until the R/O is finished) OR converse with the Band Master.  Proper

compliments will again be exchanged upon completion.

k. The Sqn Comd will then accompany the R/O back to the dais, either by the left or right flank of the Sqn.  As the R/O and Sqn Comd

pass the front rank of the Sqn (typically, No 3 Flt), the Sqn Comd will bring the Sqn to ATTENTION.

l. On the way back to the dais the R/O will march directly to the dais and the Sqn Comd will wheel away from the R/O and march to a

position in front of the dais.  This allows the R/O to turn around and adopt the position of attention facing the parade prior to the Sqn

Comd assuming the Sqn Comd’s position.

3. The Sqn Comd will request to carry on with the March Past.  Once acknowledged, the Sqn Comd will pay compliments and assume the Sqn

Comd’s parade position on the parade square.

28 Squadron Will 

March Past In 

Column Of Route, 

#1 Flt Leading, 

Move To The Right 

In Column Of 

Sqn Comd Squadron responds as ordered. 

Flag Party Comd will form the Flag Party in line 

with the Squadron. 

Parade positions adopt Column-of-Route 

positions. 
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Route, Right - 

TURN 

29 Squadron, By The 

Left, Quick - 

MARCH 

Sqn Comd As ordered. Command not given until D/Sqn Comd halts in 

position. 

30 In Succession Of 

Flights, By The 

Right   

Sqn Comd Given as the Sqn Comd completes his wheel and 

is on the march past line. The SWO moves to the 

right and blank files are filled on the right. 

31 No. 1 Flt, By The 

Right 

No. 1 Flt 

Comd 

As ordered. Given in succession as each Flt completes wheel 

and is on the march past line. 

32 Squadron, In 

Succession Of 

Flights, Eyes Right 

Sqn Comd 

33 No. 1 Flight, Eyes - 

RIGHT 

No. 1 Flt 

Comd 

As ordered.  SWO looks straight ahead.  Sqn 

Comd and No. 1 Flt Comd salute.  Flight turns 

head and eyes to the right. Given on the left foot. 

Flt Comds individually order Eyes- Right as they 

reach the appropriate point.  Sqn Comd follows 

commands of No 1 Flt Comd. 

34 Squadron, In 

Succession Of 

Flights, Eyes Front 

Sqn Comd 

35 No. 1 Flight, Eyes -

FRONT 

No. 1 Flt 

Comd 

As ordered. Sqn Comd and No. 1 Flt Comd 

cease salute.  Flt turns heads and eyes to the 

front.  Given on left foot.   

Flt Comds individually order eyes front as they 

reach the appropriate point.  D/Sqn Comd reacts 

to last Flt Comds Words of Command. 

36 In Succession Of 

Flts, By The Left 

Sqn Comd Given when the Sqn Comd has completed the 

first wheel off the march past line. On 

completion of the last wheel, the Sqn Comd will 

step out and return to his command position 

facing the Sqn 

37 No. 1 Flt, By The 

Left 

No. 1 Flt 

Comd 

As ordered. Given as each Flt completes its wheel off the 

march past line. 

38 Squadron, HALT Sqn Comd As ordered.  Given on the left foot. 

39 Squadron Advance, 

Left- TURN    

Sqn Comd As ordered. All parade positions move back to their in-line 

positions. 

40 Squadron, Open 

order-MARCH 

Sqn Comd As ordered. 

41 Squadron, Right - 

DRESS 

Sqn Comd As Ordered.  The SWO dresses the front rank 

only by making a right turn, marching out five 

paces, halting, doing an about turn, and then 

dresses the front rank. 

Officers about turn and automatically dress 

themselves three paces in front of Flts and in line 

with the D/Sqn Comd.  

42 Front Rank - 

STEADY 

SWO As ordered. 

43 Eyes - FRONT  Sqn Comd SWO returns to position after this order.  

Marches in five paces, halts, pauses, then makes 

a right turn. 

Flt Comds turnabout. 

44 Squadron, Stand- 

At- EASE   

Sqn Comd As ordered. Sqn Comd shall not give command until SWO is 

in position. 

45 Squadron, Stand- 

EASY 

Sqn Comd As ordered. 

Award Presentations:  Format to be discussed.  This may include a partial or full dismissal. 
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Dynamic Displays:  Format to be discussed.  Sqn is to be reformed and dressed before the RO addresses the Sqn. 

Addresses:  Sqn Comd should assert command and stand the Sqn At-EASE and EASY before the address commences. 

46 SQUADRON Sqn Comd Sqn assumes proper At-Ease position. 

47 Squadron, Atten- 

TION 

Sqn Comd As ordered. 

48 Squadron, Close 

Order-MARCH 

Sqn Comd As ordered. 

49 Squadron Will 

Advance In Review 

Order, Seven Paces, 

By The Centre, 

Quick - MARCH 

Sqn Comd Sqn marches 7 paces and halts. Could be more than 7 but must be 15 paces from 

the march past line (A-DH-201-000/PT-001 (17 

Nov 06), Chapter 9, Section 2,Paras 37-40) 

50 Sqn General Salute-

Present-ARMS 

Sqn Comd Officers will salute when Flag Party presents 

their arms 

RO departs during salute. 

Salute is repeated as required (i.e. additional 

dignitaries or General Officers) 

With Band: Band commences appropriate music. 

Flag party acts independently. Officers cease 

saluting on the final note of the band. 

Without Band: Sqn Comd calls for Slope Arms 

51 March off the Flags Sqn Comd As ordered. As per flag party drill, flag party will march off 

to appropriate flank. 

52 Squadron, To Your 

Flags, SALUTE 

Sqn Comd All Officers shall salute. With Band: Band commences appropriate music. 

Flag party acts independently. Officers cease 

saluting on the final note of the band. 

Without Band: Sqn Comd calls Atten-TION 

53 Officers, Fall - 

OUT 

Sqn Comd All Officers shall step off, and all shall form a 

single rank, five paces in front of the Sqn Comd, 

the senior officer on the right.  SWO and D/Flt 

Comds return to positions vacated by the 

officers. 

After all officers have assembled, the senior 

officer shall take one 15" pace forward. Upon 

being told to carry on, the senior officer shall 

take one 15" pace backwards. On this signal, all 

officers shall observe a standard pause, turn right 

and march off in a straight line. 

54 Squadron, Stand- 

At- EASE 

Sqn Comd As ordered. 

55 Squadron Warrant 

Officer 

Sqn Comd SWO replies, "Sir!" SWO marches by a series of wheels, halts two 

paces in front of the Sqn Comd and receives his 

instructions.  Sqn Comd turns right and marches 

off the parade. 

56 Squadron, Atten- 

TION   

SWO As ordered. Command given before Sqn Comd has cleared 

parade ground. 

57 Squadron, Dis - 

MISS 

SWO As ordered. Depending on where the parade is held, the Sqn 

may be dismissed on parade or marched off to a 

different area to be dismissed. 




